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Dynamics of multiculturally motivated Russian 
nicknames (case study: characteristic nicknames 
of persons with reference to individual concepts 

of non‑native real and fictional worlds)
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Abstract: The paper is aimed at the comparative micro-diachronic analysis of 
Russian anthroponymic nicknames recorded from 2003 to 2021 in Novosibirsk, 
Russia. It fosters a deeper understanding of multiculturalism in unconventional 
nomination. Particularly, the following aspects of multicultural influences are 
analysed: 1) spheres of real and fictional worlds as sources of multiculturally 
motivated nicknames; 2) material, behavioural and mental aspects of non-native 
cultures as reflected in Russian nicknames; 3) cultures which find their reflection in 
Russian nicknames. The results show that in comparison with real worlds fictional 
worlds are more frequently reflected in Russian characterizing nicknames, impacted 
by the sphere of mass entertainment in its material (visual) manifestation. 
Keywords: nickname, multiculturalism, real worlds, fictional worlds, allusion.

Introduction
In this paper manifestation of multiculturalism in unconventional anthroponyms 

is considered with regard to the impact of other cultures outside Russia on nicknaming 
choices reported by respondents based in Novosibirsk. The nicknames were collected 
in two stages connected with the periods when they were recorded: 2003–2007 (fur-
ther referred to as ‘SD1’, i.e., sample of data 1); 2014–2021 (further referred to as ‘SD2’, 
i.e., sample of data 2). The two SDs foster a comparative micro-diachronic research 
of nicknames with a special focus on multicultural (extralinguistic) sources of their 
coinage. 

Table 1 shows the number of respondents in each SD with their distribution by 
institution.

Table 1. Sample distribution by institution
Institution SD1 SD2
Novosibirsk schools 86 321
Novosibirsk institutions of higher education 56 161
Novosibirsk colleges of vocational training 0 189
Total number of respondents 142 671
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According to the dictionary definitions (OLD, CD, MWD, LDCE) the concept 
of the multicultural implies the following aspects of cross-cultural relations: extralin-
guistic (cultural, racial, religious, ethnic) and linguistic. Within the framework of ono-
mastic research scholars consider the impact of multiculturalism on different catego-
ries of proper names and corresponding socio-cultural spheres associated with them 
(e.g., Felecan and Bugheşiu 2021). 

To the best of our knowledge the impact of other cultures on Russian nicknam-
ing practices has been evaluated sporadically. Scholars predominantly analyse non-
native influences on the linguistic level, i.e., considering foreign languages as sources 
of native nicknames on morphological, graphic and lexical sub-levels (Gasimova 
2006: 16–17; Musaeva 2008: 19–20; Baghana and Langner 2011; Ashirova 2016: 20; 
Kabaso 2016: 88–90; Bobrova 2016: 44; Gustafsson 2018: 232–233). Multicultural 
influences on Romanian nicknames of teachers both on linguistic and extralinguistic 
levels are pointed out by O. Felecan (2014: 67–68, 69–72). Ethnonymic nicknames as 
exponents of multicultural relations are analysed in Lyashenko (2003) and Stepanova 
(2007). D. Starks and K. Taylor-Leech approach multiculturalism in nicknames pro-
posing an exploration of “the role of nicknames in the lives of adolescents from differ-
ent ethnic backgrounds in Australia” (Starks and Taylor-Leech 2011: 90).

Regarding nicknames and their place in the multicultural dynamics of 
Transylvanian anthroponymicon, O. Felecan points out that “Of all the categories of 
anthroponyms, nicknames are the most exposed to renewal, as they are interdependent 
with social, psychological, economic, political, cultural and ethnic factors” (Felecan 
2021: 158–159). With regard to multiculturalism, nicknames can capture different 
aspects of cross-cultural and intracultural relations resulting from direct (immediate) 
interaction and indirect contacts mediated by traditional and innovative communica-
tion technologies. 

Depending on the type of motivation1 and mechanisms of coinage, nicknames 
can also testify to the level of cross-cultural competence of nickname givers and users. 
Limited knowledge of another culture is demonstrated when a nickname formally 
referring to a culturally informed phenomenon does not reveal cultural connections 
on the meaningful level. Such cases are observed among nicknames motivated by a per-
son’s name (e.g., Эль [Ale] < Elena) or characterizing nominations created by means of 
indexical patterns, such as metonymy (Скуп [Skoop]: “when he was in the third grade, 
he wore a jumper with Scooby-Doo”). On the other hand, more profound knowl-
edge of another culture is demonstrated in nicknames revealing meaningful connec-
tions (similarity, contrast) between the qualities of the nominee and the object from 

1 When distributing nicknames into motivational types we stick to the principles suggested 
by Barley (1974) and Morgan et. al. (1979). According to these scholars, nicknames fall into 
two basic motivational types which can occur in pure or combined form: 1) nicknames moti-
vated by external factors (a person’s qualities), or characteristic (characterizing) nicknames; 2) 
nicknames motivated by internal (linguistic) factors (a person’s name), or non-characteristic 
nicknames.
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another culture on the mental and behavioural level, requiring from the nickname giver 
higher-order analytical skills and creative thinking. Besides, some cases illustrate lack 
of knowledge or misinterpretation of non-native cultural phenomena (see below the 
cases of Akvinsky, Heisenberg , Rain Man).

The object of the present study is characterizing nicknames, coined under 
the influence of cultures outside Russia and referring to unique concepts, origi-
nated in non-native real and imaginary (fictional) worlds and representing cases of 
transonymisation2.

Research objectives and methodology
Our research is aimed at:
a) pointing out the cultures impacting Russian nickname coinage with the focus 

on characterizing nicknames;
b) analysing the spheres of non-native cultures, serving as productive sources of 

nickname coinage;
c) describing the mechanisms of coining multiculturally motivated characteriz-

ing nicknames.
The objectives determine the methods of research:
a) selection of nicknames referring to cultures outside Russia with their subse-

quent grouping into ethnic cultures of origin and source domains (real (first-order), 
fictional (second-order) worlds);

b) quantitative and comparative analyses of selected nicknames, including 
chi-square test, employed to determine the significance of differences in the quantity 
of nicknames in two samples of data; 

c) qualitative analysis, aimed at determining the multicultural tendencies in the 
Russian nickname stock and the dynamics of two samples of data, stable and flexible 
groups of interculturally motivated nicknames borrowed from real and fictional worlds;

d) aspects of non-native cultures activated in unconventional characterizing 
nominations through nicknames.

Analysing the grounds for comparison of different cultures, R. Lado assumes that 
“cultures are structured systems of patterned behaviour” (Lado 1957: 111). According 
to Encyclopaedia Britannica, culture is defined as “behaviour peculiar to Homo sapiens, 
together with material objects used as an integral part of this behaviour. Thus, culture 
includes language, ideas, beliefs, customs, codes, institutions, tools, techniques, works 
of art, rituals, and ceremonies, among other elements” (White 2022). A.A. Chernobrov 
points out three constituents in the notion of culture, which find their reflection in 
language: 1) mental (or psychological) aspect, e.g., a set of stereotypes, subjective cul-
turally specific associations, embedded in the human mind by a society; 2) pragmatic 
(or behavioural) aspect, connected with patterns of behaviour, imposed on individuals 

2 It should be noted that in this paper we do not dwell upon nicknames formed from appel-
latives or ethnonyms, as we consider them the prospect of future research. 
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by a society; 3) material aspect, represented by artefacts and other culturally specific 
material objects (Chernobrov 2006: 126–146). Dictionary definitions (MWD, CD, 
OLD, LDCE) also put forward behavioural and mental aspects of culture allotting 
material manifestation of culture a subsidiary position.

Taking into account 3 aspects of culture and cognitive mechanisms of coining 
characterizing nicknames, we can sum up that:

a) multicultural motivations of nicknames reflecting the material aspect of 
culture allude to external characteristics of both the prototype and the nickname 
bearer (appearance, physical abilities, belongings, age, nationality, place of origin or 
residence); 

b) multicultural motivations of nicknames reflecting the behavioural or pragmatic 
aspect of culture refer to behavioural characteristics of the prototype and the nickname 
bearer (including verbal and non-verbal behaviour) or to the situation or incident 
which triggers the so-called event-based nickname (Poynton 1990: 156);

c) multicultural motivations of nicknames reflecting the mental aspect of culture 
are connected with psychological and intellectual characteristics of the nickname pro-
totype and the nickname bearer.

The results of motivational, lexico-semantic and quantitative analyses applied to 
two samples of data in general and multiculturally motivated characterizing nicknames 
in particular show that: 

1) the quantity of characterizing nicknames in SD1 is significantly higher than in 
SD 2 (χ2=42.73); this fact must be taken into account when the comparative quantita-
tive analysis is conducted;

2) among nicknames coined under (linguistic and extralinguistic) non-native 
influences, characterizing nicknames in both samples amount to 68%, which makes 
them the most numerous group in this respect (see Table 2).

Table 2. Nickname distribution by the type of motivation: whole sample (1), nicknames 
coined under the influence of a non‑native language/culture (2)
Type of motivation SD 1 SD 2

(1) (2) (1) (2)

External (characterizing) 1064 174 871 135
Mixed 35 8 34 4
Internal (based on a person’s name) 613 63 799 57
Other types 33 12 114 4
Motivation not specified 97 226
Total number of nicknames 1842 257 2044 200

The spheres from which multiculturally motivated characterizing nicknames are 
borrowed fall into two major macro-spheres: real worlds (30/20); fictional worlds 

3 Hereafter χ2 value=3.841, p<0.05, df=1.
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(66/54). Thus, fictional worlds serve as a more frequent source of multiculturally 
motivated nicknames in both SDs (see Table 3 below).

Table 3. Distribution of characterizing nicknames alluding to unique objects from real 
and fictional worlds

SD Total
Fictional worlds Real worlds

Mass enter‑
tainment

Litera‑
ture

Literature / mass 
entertainment

Celebri‑
ties Brands Geographi‑

cal objects
SD1 96 36 16 14 17 10 3
SD2 74 26 9 19 12 5 3

Total 170
62 25 33 29 15 6

120 50

Fictional worlds as multicultural sources of nickname coinage
By fictional worlds we understand second-order worlds, created by people’s 

imagination, existing in virtual or/and mental space and recorded on corresponding 
devices. Realms within fictional worlds which serve as sources of unconventional nom-
inations include mass entertainment, literary worlds and transitional cases represent-
ing intersection of the two. The latter case is particularly interesting as it reflects the 
phenomenon of media franchise culture and multiplication of commercially successful 
projects in different types of media. First, we will consider realms of mass entertain-
ment and literature as separate categories. Afterwards, we will analyse transitional cases 
focusing on the issues of nickname interpretation this category provokes.

Worlds of mass entertainment 
Nicknames within this category allude to the following domains: 1) animated 

films; 2) movies, TV series, musicals; 3) commercials. In most cases the frequency of 
the source of borrowing is connected with the time of their release and period of their 
distribution in Russia.

1. Animated films (19/19). 
Nicknames in SD1 allude to the following animated films: Duck Tales; Scooby 

Doo; Beavis and Butthead; Teletubbies. Nicknames in SD2 allude to Peppa Pig; Ice Age; 
SpongeBob; Shrek; Bambi; Goof Troop, Gummi Bears. The following sources of nick-
names overlap in both SDs: Woody Woodpecker, the Lion King, and Monsters, Inc., Chip 
’n Dale: Rescue Rangers, Skippy: Adventures in Bushtown. Most of the products origi-
nated in English-speaking cultures (the USA, the UK, Australia).

The main motive of nicknames borrowed from these sources is metaphorical 
association (16/17) based on similarity of:

a) appearance: 
(1) Понка [Ponka < Webby]: 1) face shape; 2) small; 3) resemblance – SD1; allu-

sion to a Duck Tales character; 
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(2) Вжик [Vzhik/Zipper the Fly]: height and eyeglasses; allusion to a character 
from Chip ’n Dale: Rescue Rangers – SD1;

(3) Батхед [Butt-head]: resemblance to the character from Beavis and Butthead 
– SD1;

(4) Свинка Пеппа [Svinka Peppa/Peppa Pig]: overweight – SD2; 
b) temper, behaviour: 

(5) Чип и Дейл [Chip ’n Dale]: “they helped their classmates with homework” 
– SD1;

(6) Вжик [Vzhik/Zipper the Fly]: 1) “he is very fussy” – SD1; 2) “disappears 
quickly” – SD2; 

c) speech characteristics: 
(7) Пикачу [Pikachu]: “unclear muttering when sleeping” – SD1;

d) combination of appearance and behaviour: 
(8) Сид [Sid]: appearance and speech, “resembling Sid the Sloth from Ice Age” 

– SD2;
e) age and size: Бу [Boo]: a little girl: allusion to Monsters Inc. character – SD2.
Cases of metonymic nominations (3/2) are based on references to:
a) a person’s favourite character/series: 

(9) Майк Вазовский [Mike Wazowski]: “he likes the film Monsters Inc.” – SD1; 
b) clothes (T-shirt prints, costumes): 

(10) Чип [Chip]: “he had a part of the chipmunk in the role play Chip ’n Dale: 
Rescue Rangers” – SD2.

2. Movies, TV series (16/7). The most popular movie genres are action, horror, 
monster adventures and science fiction.

The leading motive of nicknames is metaphorical associations (13/7) based on 
similarity of:

a) appearance: 
(11) Яйцеголовый [Yayzegolovy/Conehead]: head shape; allusion to Coneheads 

– SD1; 
(12) Кудряшка Сью [Kudryashka Sue/Curly Sue]: curly hair – SD1; 

b) aggressive behaviour, incident: 
(13) Рембо [Rambo]: “the girl had a fight with boys” – SD1; 
(14) Крепкий орешек [Krepkiy oreshek/Hard nut]: “the boy liked to fight”; allusion 

to Die Hard – SD1;
c) clothes:

(15) Фреди Крюгер [Freddy Krueger]: “wears torn clothes”; allusion to A Nightmare 
on Elm Street – SD1;

e) physical abilities: 
(16) Стальной кулак [Iron Fist] (allusion to Under the Gun): “the girl has a “heavy” 

fist” – SD1.
The most frequent metaphorical nickname in both SDs is Terminator (2 
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occurrences in SD1 and 3 occurrences in SD2), used to characterize a person’s physical 
strength, violent temper, sharp movements.

Besides metaphorical nominations, SD1 includes:
a) a case of language play based on literal interpretation of the movie title: 

(17) Человек дождя [Chelovek dozhdya/Rain Man]: “when he sprays the asphalt 
street, it starts raining”; quasi-allusion to the movie – SD1;

b) metonymic allusions to a movie: 
(18) Мумия [Mumiya/Mummy]: “the nickname of the teacher of English, who 

showed us the movie Mummy in English” – SD1;
c) oxymoron: 

(19) Маленький Рембо [Malenkiy Rambo/Little Rambo]: “he is short” – SD1. 

3. Commercials (1/0). This sphere is represented by a single nickname, referring 
to a mascot Мистер Мускул [Mr Muscle], based on irony (“he is skinny”).

Nicknames influenced by the sphere of mass entertainment reflect the material 
(visual) characteristics of the prototype and nickname bearer in 29 nominations (SD1) 
and 23 nominations (SD2); behavioural characteristics are referred to in 7 nicknames 
(SD1) and in 3 nicknames (SD2). No references are made to the mental properties of 
either the prototype or the nickname bearer. The predominant mechanism is meta-
phor (80,5%/83%).

Literary worlds 
Nicknames alluding to this sphere show shifts in popularity of authors, books, 

genres, characters, and testify to interests and background knowledge of native speak-
ers of certain age groups. Besides, the dynamics of nicknames of this group show how 
visual media have impacted literature, gaining priority over books. The total number of 
nicknames from this group is 16 in SD1 and 9 in SD2.

Nicknames of this group allude to the following book characters:
1) fairy tale characters (13/4). 
Most nicknames are metaphorical nominations based on appearance: 

(20) Маленький Мук [Little Muck]: “big ears, aquiline nose” – SD1; 
(21) Дюймовочка [Thumbelina]: 1) resemblance; 2) blue eyes – SD1. 

2) literary characters (2/4). This group of nicknames, though not numerous, 
is quite diverse: it is represented by metaphorical nicknames based on appearance 
(examples 22, 23), behaviour (examples 24, 25), and a nickname based on personality 
features and combining mechanisms of metaphor and metonymy (example 26):

(22) Отелло [Othello]: “she has tanned skin”; allusion to the Shakespeare’s epon-
ymous character – SD1; 

(23) Гобсек [Gobseck]: resemblance; “given in a literature class”; allusion to H. de 
Balzac’ eponymous character – SD1;

(24) Сильвер [Silver]: a person’s behaviour (not specified); allusion to John Silver 
from R.L. Stevenson’s Treasure Island – SD2; 
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(25) Дон Жуан [Don Zhuan/Don Juan]: a womanizer, allusion to a legendary char-
acter originated in the Spanish culture – SD2;

(26) Шерлок [Sherlock]: “Sherlock Holmes is her favourite book character + she 
has similar qualities with this character” – SD2. 

3) allusions to myths (SD1 – 1; SD2 – 1). The nicknames represent cases of 
metaphorical nomination motivated by:

a) behaviour: 
(27) Служитель Терпсихоры [Sluzhitel Terpsikhory/the Servant of Terpsichore] 

(“he has excellent phonetic skills and tries to encourage everybody’s interest in 
music culture” – SD1);

b) appearance and physical abilities: 
(28) Геркулес [Gerkules/Hercules] (“big and strong” – SD2).

Unlike the previous spheres, motives behind nicknames from this group differ 
significantly between the two SDs: whereas in SD1 the prevailing motive is appearance 
(15 nicknames as opposed to 1 nickname referring to behavioural peculiarities), in 
SD2 4 nicknames refer to the behavioural aspect of the prototype and nickname bearer, 
2 nicknames reflect mental characteristics, 2 nicknames are motivated by appearance 
and 1 nickname combines physical and behavioural features. The predominant mecha-
nism is metaphor (100%/89%).

Literature ↔ Mass entertainment transition 
Nicknames from this group represent transitional cases between the two afore-

mentioned spheres (14/19), alluding to:
a) characters from animated or TV series further popularized in print media 

(comics, books) and video games, e.g.: King Kong, Godzilla, Star Wars;
b) legend characters or characters originating in print media (books, comics, 

cartoons) and further popularized in movies, animated films, video games, commer-
cials. As a rule, these nicknames are motivated by the image of the prototype created 
(visualized, materialized) by other media rather than by the book character itself, e.g.: 
Santa Claus, Snow White, M. Shelley’s Frankenstein, E.T.A. Hoffmann’s The Nutcracker, 
E.R.  Burroughs’s Tarzan, J.K.  Rowling’s Harry Potter books, J.R.R.  Tolkien’s Lord of 
the Rings, A. Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh, A. Lindgren’s Karlsson-on-the-Roof, W. Awdry’s 
Thomas the Tank Engine, S. Reit and J. Oriolo’s Casper the Friendly Ghost (Nash 2001), 
W. Steig’s Shrek, G. Remi’s The Adventures of Tintin, Peyo’s The Smurfs, Hulk (Marvel 
Comics), Batman (DC Comics). Besides, nicknames of the last decade show the grow-
ing popularity of Japanese anime, manga, video games, e.g. M.  Kishimoto’s Naruto, 
H. Mashima’s Fairy Tail.

The most frequent type of nomination is metaphorical nicknames (10/11), 
reflecting:

a) similarity in appearance (7/10): 
(29) Годзилла [Godzilla]: “he looks like one when he wears a green T-shirt” – SD1; 

(30) Бетмен [Batman]: “because of eyebrows” – SD2;
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(31) Гарри Поттер [Harry Potter]: “he wears glasses” – SD1; 
(32) Бильбо [Bilbo]: 1) resemblance; 2) “hairy feet” – SD2; 
(33) Карлсон [Karlsson]4, allusion to Astrid Lindgren’s character: 1) stout build, 

body shape – SD1; 2) “very funny cheeks when she feels offended” – SD2; 3) 
resemblance – SD2; 

(34) Тинтин [Tintin]: resemblance – SD2;
(35) Смуретта [Smurfette]: hairstyle – SD2;

b) similarity in style/colour of clothes (2/1):
(36) Каспер [Casper]: “he always wore a hood”; allusion to Casper the Friendly 

Ghost – SD1; 
(37) Пятачок [Pyatachok/Piglet]: “she wears pink clothes”, allusion to A. Milne’s 

Winnie-the-Pooh character, popularized by the Walt Disney animated film – SD2. 
c) similarity in behaviour (1/1): 

(38) Тарзан [Tarzan]: “he climbed the tree at a party” – SD1; 
(39) Санта [Santa]: “she always buys presents” – SD2;

d) combination of qualities (0/1): 
(40) Фрекен Бок [Fröken Bock]4: “big, wicked, funny”, allusion to A. Lindgren’s 

Karlsson-on-the-Roof character – SD2;
e) voice peculiarities (0/1): 

(41) Дарт Вейдер [Darth Vader]: harsh voice, allusion to the Star Wars franchise 
– SD2.

Other nicknames represent cases of metonymy (example 41–44), irony (exam-
ple 45), metaphor and metonymy combined (example 46):

(42) Каспер [Casper]: “inscription on the T-shirt” – SD1;
(43) Хокаге [Hokage]: “he watches anime’; allusion to The Naruto manga and 

anime series – SD2; 
(44) Нацу [Natsu]: “favourite series character, allusion to Fairy Tail, a Japanese 

manga series – SD2;
(45) Бейби-Йода [Baby Yoda]: “I’m a huge fan of Star Wars series” – SD2.
(46) Санта-Клаус [Santa Claus]: “she makes useless weird presents” – SD1; 
(47) Паровозик Томас [Parovozik Thomas/Thomas the Tank Engine]: “the nick-

name is given to a boy who has a cheeky disposition, tells jokes and is fond of 
Thomas the Tank Engine – SD1.

The nickname Белоснежка [Belosnezhka/Snow White] represents an interest-
ing a clash between the image of a prototype and the quality of a nickname bearer: in 
both SDs the informants explain the motivation behind it as follows: “a boy with white 
hair” (SD1); “he has fair hair and quiet temper” (SD2). Thus, it is the inner form of 
the proper name, rather than the well-recognized looks of the fairy tale character, that 
prompted the nickname. 

Thus, metaphorical references dominate in both SDs (8/13), cases of meton-
ymy are the second frequent (1/4). SD1 also includes single cases of irony and a 

4 Nicknames Karlsson and Fröken Bock are likely to be motivated by the images of these 
characters, visualized in the Soviet animated film, well-known to Russian viewers.
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combination of metaphor and metonymy. References to material features of culture 
prevail in both SDs, 2 nicknames reflect behavioural similarities and 2 nicknames are 
motivated by psychological characteristics. 

Real worlds as multicultural sources of nickname coinage
Nicknames, borrowed from real worlds, are formed by means of transonymisa-

tion from proper names, alluding to individual culturally specific objects (30/20): 
historical and contemporary celebrities, brands and geographical objects, alluding to 
their material, behavioural and mental characteristics by means of such mechanisms as 
metaphor, metonymy, and in rarer cases, irony and paronomasia.

1. Famous people (historical or modern celebrities) iconic in a certain sphere 
(17/12):

a) music (6/2). Nicknames are based on such motives as talent in music or sing-
ing (examples 48, 49), musical tastes and preferences (examples 50, 51, 52), resem-
blance (examples 53, 54), representing cases of metonymic (examples 50, 51, 52) and 
metaphorical (examples 48, 49, 53, 54) nomination:

(48) Моцарт [Mozart]: 1) “he plays the guitar very well” – SD1; 2) “she sings a 
lot” – SD2;

(49) Шакира [Shakira]: “voice” – SD1;
(50) Шолле [Chollet]: “she is interested in music” (allusion to Jean-Baptiste Marie 

Chollet) – SD1;
(51) Woo: “he listened to Wu Tang in childhood” – SD1;
(52) Ё-Ё [Yo-Yo]: “he likes this rapper” – SD1;
(53) Элвис Пресли [Elvis Presley]: hairstyle – SD1;
(54) Бибер [Bieber]: resemblance to Justin Bieber – SD2.

b) sports (5/3). The main mechanism is metaphorical antonomasia based on a 
person’s hobby, occupation or appearance:

(55) Тайсон [Tyson]: 1) “he is a boxer” – SD1; 2) “a stout girl” – SD1; 3) “the 
person’s hobby” – SD2.

There are also single cases of metonymy (example 56), irony (example 57) and a 
case of double allusion, based on paronomasia and metaphor (example 58):

(56) Зидан [Zidane]: “he wore a T-shirt with Zidane’s image” – SD1;
(57) Джордан [Jordan]: height, “she is short” – SD1;
(58) Мадонна [Madonna]: “he is good at playing football”; comparison with 

Diego Maradona and phonetic similarity between the names Madonna and 
Maradona – SD1. 

c) political leaders (historical and modern) (1/4). This group is more numerous 
in SD2 and includes metaphorical nicknames motivated by appearance and behaviour:

(59) Гитлер [Hitler]: resemblance – SD2;
(60) Македонский [Makedonsky/Macedonian]: behaviour (not specified) – SD2.

Both SDs include cases of paronomasia, based on the ambiguous interpretation 
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of the nominations Iron Lady and Charles the Fat both as descriptions and nicknames 
alluding correspondingly to Margaret Thatcher and Charles the Fat, the Holy Roman 
Emperor: 

(61) Железная леди [Zheleznaya Ledi/Iron Lady]: “the girl wears dental braces” 
– SD1;

(62) Карл Толстый [Karl Tolsty/Charles the Fat]: “the boy is very fat” – SD2. 
d) religion (1/1). SD1 is represented by a metaphorical allusion to Mother 

Teresa: 
(63) Мать Тереза [Mat’ Tereza/Mother Teresa]: “she always tries to help”.

SD2 provides an example of incorrect allusion: Аквинский [Akvinskiy/Aquinas], 
“she who doesn’t trust or believe in anything”. The motivation shows that a nickname 
giver/user confuses two famous namesakes: the Apostle Thomas and Thomas Aquinas.

e) science (1/1). Nicknames of this group are metaphorical nominations imply-
ing intelligence: 

(64) Дарвин [Darwin]: “he is smart” – SD1; 
(65) Хайзенберг [Heisenberg]: “she is good at chemistry”5 – SD2.

Single nicknames refer to famous people in education, art, fashion and movie 
industry.

2. Brands of various types of merchandise, popularized in commercials and other 
types of advertisements. This sphere is a more frequent source of nicknames in SD1 
(10/5), which can be connected with the fact that in the early 2000s television was still 
the main medium in Russia as compared to Internet and watching commercials was 
unavoidable. Besides, foreign brands and brand names had the touch of novelty which 
made them catchy and expressive, and thus suitable for nicknaming:

a) food brands, often brands of sweets (5/1): 
(66) Чупа-чупс [Chupa Chups]: 1) “he has a big head”; 2) “this man wanted to give 

up smoking. When he wanted to smoke, he sucked a Chupa Chups and eventu-
ally gave up smoking” – SD1;

(67) Сникерс [Snickers]: a person’s gastronomic preferences – SD2.
b) fashion brands (3/1). The nicknames of this group are based on the mecha-

nism of metonymic allusion to brands nickname bearers wear: Пума [Puma], Версаче 
[Versace] – SD1; Ла Коста [Lacoste] – SD2;

c) vehicle brands (1/1): 
(68) Феррари [Ferrari], a metonymic nickname: “he likes sport cars” – SD1. 

Single nicknames allude to brand mascots, toys, company names.

3. Geographical objects (countries, cities, volcanoes) (3/3). These nicknames 
represent cases of transonymisation of toponyms. They can reflect:

a) appearance-based stereotypes: 

5 Motivation of this nickname shows incorrect or inaccurate interpretation of facts: Werner 
Karl Heisenberg was a German physicist and a Nobel Prize winner in physics.
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(69) Китай-город [Kitai-gorod]: misinterpretation of the origin of the Russian 
toponym Kitai-gorod, caused by homonymy with the toponym Kitai (China); 
the nickname is motivated by a person’s resemblance to the Chinese – SD1; 

(70) Вьетнам [Vietnam]: face (not specified) – SD1.
b) associative (metonymic) relations: 

(71) Берлин [Berlin]: “he is currently based in Berlin” – SD1; 
(72) Везувий [Vesuviy/Vesuvius]: an event-based nickname, “the girl misspelled the 

name of this volcano on the blackboard” – SD1; 
(73) Чикаго [Chicago]: an event-based nickname, “a PE teacher forgot a student’s 

name and addressed him by the word printed on his T-shirt” – SD2.
Thus, nicknames alluding to individualized objects of real worlds mostly reflect 

material aspects of non-native cultures (appearance, belongings, places, preferences 
concerning material objects 20/11). Motives connected with behavioural sphere occur 
in 8/5 nominations. Nicknames motivated by mental properties are the least frequent 
(1/2).

The leading mechanisms are metaphor (13/8) and metonymy (14/7). Less fre-
quent mechanisms are paronomasia (2/1) and irony (1/0). There are also cases of 
quasi-allusion (2/2) based on an incorrect or inaccurate interpretation of the proto-
types’ names or their characteristics.

Cultures impacting Russian nicknaming practices
Multiculturally informed characterizing nicknames are primarily borrowed from 

fictional worlds created in English-speaking (mainly American) cultures. However, ref-
erences to the American culture lack literary allusions (only 1 nomination in SD2). 
The British culture takes the second place as the source of Russian characterizing nick-
names. Due to the popularity of British fantasy screen adaptations, it remains the sec-
ond most frequent in SD2 as well (see Tables 4 and 5 for details).

Table 4. Cultures impacting Russian nicknaming practices (source: fictional worlds)
Sphere

Foreign cultures

Mass 
entertainment Literature

Mass enter‑
tainment + 
literature

Total 
(SD1+SD2)

SD1 SD2 SD1 SD2 SD1 SD2
USA 31 21 1 5 2 60
British 3 2 1 4 1 1 12
USA + British 4 5 9
European cultures 6 1 7
German 2 1 2 1 6
Japanese 1 1 2 4
Swedish 1 3 4
USA + New Zealand + 
British 3 3
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Sphere

Foreign cultures

Mass 
entertainment Literature

Mass enter‑
tainment + 
literature

Total 
(SD1+SD2)

SD1 SD2 SD1 SD2 SD1 SD2
Australian 1 1 2
French 2 2
Belgian 2 2
Ancient Greek 1 1 2
Danish 2 2
Arabic 2 2
Japanese + USA 1 1
USA + Canadian 1 1
Spanish 1 1
Total quantity of nickna-
mes in SD1 36 16 14 66

Total quantity of nickna-
mes in SD2 26 9 19 54

Total (SD1+SD2) 62 25 33 120

Table 5. Cultures impacting Russian nicknaming practices (source: real worlds; 
individualized culturally specific objects)

Sphere

Foreign cultures

Famous 
people Brands Geographical 

features Total
(SD1+SD2)

SD1 SD2 SD1 SD2 SD1 SD2
USA 7 3 1 3 1 15
British 3 1 1 5
German 3 1 1 5
Italian 3 1 4
French 2 1 3
Spanish 1 2 3
Austrian 1 1 2
Chinese 2 2
Roman Catholic religion 1 1 2
Japanese 1 1
Swiss 1 1
Colombian 1 1
Canadian 1 1
Argentinian-USA 1 1
Ukrainian 1 1
Czech 1 1
Ancient Greek 1 1
Vietnamese 1 1
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Sphere

Foreign cultures

Famous 
people Brands Geographical 

features Total
(SD1+SD2)

SD1 SD2 SD1 SD2 SD1 SD2
Total quantity of nickna-
mes in SD1 17 9 5 31

Total quantity of nickna-
mes in SD2 12 6 1 19

Total 29 15 6 50

The difference between nicknames borrowed from fictional worlds and nick-
names borrowed from real worlds is significant: 66 vs 31 nicknames in SD1 (χ2=39.5), 
54 vs 19 nicknames in SD2 (χ2=64.5).

Of all characterizing nicknames the proportion of nominations borrowed from 
non-native fictional worlds is equal in both SDs (6.2%), the difference in proportion of 
nicknames referring to non-native real worlds is not significant (2.9% in SD1, 2.2% in 
SD2, χ2=0.2). Hence, diachronically, low dynamics are observed between the two SDs.

Within the group of characterizing nicknames referring to fictional worlds the 
following dynamics are observed: the quantity of nicknames coined under the influ-
ence of the speres of mass entertainment and literature has been slightly decreasing, 
though the difference is not significant. Moreover, in SD2 this sphere has lost the sec-
ond most frequent place to the transitional sphere of literature ↔ mass entertainment, 
the latter growing in popularity as the source of nicknames (the difference is significant 
between SD1 and SD2, see Table 6 for details). 

Table 6. Dynamics between SD1 and SD2 in the group of characterizing nicknames 
referring to fictional worlds
Realms within fictional worlds SD1 (%) SD2 (%) χ2
Mass entertainment 55 48 1
Literature 24 17 2.9
Literature ↔ mass entertainment 21 35 5.6

Thus, though fictional worlds of mass entertainment (animated films, movies, 
commercials) are a product of human imagination, i.e., the product of mental sphere 
of human activity, their visual manifestation in mass media leads to blurring borders 
between the unreal and the real. As a result, human or anthropomorphic characters of 
imaginary worlds are perceived as real ones, often becoming part of mass commercial 
culture as well as consumer culture. Moreover, we must take into consideration the fact 
that the objects originated in literary worlds as pure mental spheres frequently tres-
pass the border of mental realm and gain popularity as a part of visual worlds of mass 
entertainment. 

Within the group of characterizing nicknames with reference to real worlds the 
following dynamics are observed: the quantity of nicknames alluding to famous peo-
ple and brands has increased insignificantly, however allusions to toponyms have been 
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significantly reduced (see Table 7 for details). This tendency may indirectly testify to 
the leading role of mass media embracing both real and fictional worlds, ascribing fic-
tionality to reality and vice versa.

Table 7. Dynamics between SD1 and SD2 in the group of characterizing nicknames 
referring to real worlds
Realms within fictional worlds SD1 (%) SD2 (%) χ2
Famous people 55 63 1
Brands 29 32 0.28
Geographical objects 16 5 24,2

Conclusion
The majority of Russian characterizing nicknames within the case study:
1) reflect multicultural relations with reference to fictional worlds originated in 

the English-speaking cultures;
2) are borrowed from the sphere of entertainment, reflecting indirect contacts 

facilitated by mass media, even if their original sources are literary or real worlds; 
3) are based on the mechanism of metaphorical nomination, which mostly acti-

vates similarity between the nominee and its counterpart on the basis of their material 
characteristics (appearance). 

Thus, visual representation of culturally specific phenomena in nicknames 
reflects a universal cognitive pattern, as differentiating function is better performed 
when the most recognizable attribute of the nominee is chosen, whereas pragmatic 
and mental aspects require a more profound knowledge of the source and object of 
nomination, and a more advanced level of cross-cultural, sociocultural and communi-
cative competences.
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